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Get the most from your
mobile network
HPE Virtual Diameter Routing Agent
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Consumers expect fast, 24x7 access to digital information and customized communication
options on their mobile devices. These continuously connected consumers use a growing
variety of applications and services, putting a huge burden on the network. At the same
time, networks are becoming more complex, moving away from physical boxes in favor of
virtualized network functions (VNFs), while supporting new use cases. Operators are deploying
IMS networks to manage the demands of an all-digital world resulting in increasing Diameter
signaling and a need for a Diameter Routing Agent (DRA).

Network optimization
With a virtual Diameter Routing Agent (vDRA), operators can handle Diameter messaging and
support systems with greater flexibility, scalability, and agility. Virtualization brings the ability
to scale out across available deployment entities based on adaptable application templates.
In addition, preintegration with NFV Orchestrator via standard OpenStack API for resource
allocation and decision scalability facilitates network transformations.
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Figure 1: Diameter Routing Agent architecture

HPE Virtual Diameter Routing Agent
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) lets operators integrate IMS cost-effectively with our vDRA
solution. A centralized Diameter agent links Diameter nodes in mobile networks with out-of-thebox application layer enhanced routing to the backend Diameter servers. And it does this across
multiple sites defined by the 3GPP standard, as shown in Figure 1. Each request is load balanced
with a selection of preset algorithms to ensure maximum performance, high availability, and
network scalability.
Diameter signaling protocol is used widely in mobile IP networks including 3G IMS and 4G
Evolved Packet System (EPS). Many critical mobile network elements use Diameter agents to
transport information and respond to one another—PCRF, PCEF, OCS/OFCS, HSS— for policy
and charging, mobility management entity (MME), and GPRS/3G/4G .
The HPE vDRA solution offers powerful features to address migration challenges for LTE highbandwidth mobile data that go beyond 3GPP standards. Benefits from our vDRA solution follow.
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Standards compliant
HPE vDRA supports stateless and stateful diameter agent—relay, redirect, proxy, and translation—
defined by IETF and used in the 3GPP diameter interfaces, Gx, Rx, S6a, S6d, S9, Sh, Ro, Rf.
Optimized connectivity
Our vDRA significantly reduces the number of interconnections between the diameter nodes
since all requests/responses route through it. HPE vDRA Diameter protocol stack is used widely
throughout the world in various 3G and 4G LTE networks. It’s known for its high performance
and flexibility in modeling, parsing, and formatting. The HPE vDRA parses a selected list of
AVPs used in routing logic to improve performance with reduced overhead.
Dynamic load balance
HPE vDRA distributes incoming Diameter messages across server clusters in a domain for
single or multisite environments. This ensures evenly distributed traffic loads that prevent
overloading any single server. There are multiple algorithms— round robin, load, partition, or
specific rule—that customers can choose to help manage Diameter message loads. Additionally,
HPE vDRA supports transparent network extension. It discovers diameter nodes when added
or removed from the network without restarting.
Intelligent routing
HPE vDRA maintains routing tables that map application ID to known nodes in the network. For
advanced routing logic, it uses routing tables coupled with workflow to configure routing criteria
based on any AVP or AVP combo, such as realm, MSISDN, and IMSI.
Flexible network extension
When the network is extended, the routing table used by our vDRA is easily modified. It automatically
routes incoming diameter requests according to changes. This simplifies and hides complex
network topology without overburdening network operation with an expensive migration.
Interworking bridge
HPE vDRA links Diameter over TCP and SCTP in the transport layer and Diameter over IPv4
and IPv6 in the IP layer.
Session management
Many 3GPP Diameter sessions require support for session binding. HPE vDRA identifies,
correlates, and routes corresponding Diameter messages to nodes inga session.
Translation agent
Beyond Diameter protocol, HPE vDRA can translate messages between different protocols.
For example, it can translate a Diameter message into a radius message or vice versa. Other
protocols supported include LDAP, SOAP, and HTTP.

Solutions working for you
HPE vDRA provides our clients with a multi-vendor agnostic solution. We have more than
14 years of field experience worldwide. Our solution is compliant with the latest IETF/3GPP
standards, yet flexible to extend beyond standards, giving you maximum efficiency and
improved customer experiences. Key features included in our solution extension:
• Large catalog of adapters—Clients can apply logic during processing to activate adapters
when specific events occur, such as initiating an SMS. Adapters include SOAP, Radius, Corba,
LDAP, SMPP, and more.
• Flexible message template—You can enhance existing Diameter messages with vendor-specific
AVPs or add new Diameter message sets with simple configurations. Once defined, messsage
sets can be used in the vDRA immediately and without impacting production systems.
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• Workflow—The routing logic driving workflow can be extended to include new Diameter
interfaces, business logic extension, or perform administrative tasks from adapters, such as
Diameter firewall rules and security tasks.
• Open Data Model—Diameter messages can use AVPs to drive business logic or declare new
reference data to use.

Our services
HPE solutions leverage proven, global experience that spans people, processes, and technology.
Our services consultants understand the communications, media, and entertainment industry.
With us, you get the most from your IT investments. Let us help you.
• Solution Consulting Services—HPE offers a comprehensive portfolio of consulting services
and systems integration capabilities to enable the transformation of communications, media,
and entertainment business operations.
• Application modernization services—HPE offers a full range of current and future business
need assessments, strategic and technological road maps for change, infrastructure transition
services, and monitoring services for the evolved application environments.
• Mission-critical support—On-site consulting and technical support are available at whatever
level of service the organization desires, including Operational ITSM to help benchmark IT
processes against others.
• Outsourcing services—HPE offers a comprehensive portfolio of innovative and scalable
sourcing options, so company personnel can focus time and resources on their core business.
• Security services—HPE has developed a detailed methodology for secure evolution of the IT
environment. Risk is decreased and both the data and the network are protected.
• Financial services—HPE Financial Services offers a range of creative and flexible financing
options that can remove the final obstacle to network evolution.
Across the globe, clients rely on HPE Services to design, build, integrate, and manage their IT
systems that run their businesses. Our capabilities cover consulting and integration, outsourcing,
support, and education services—delivered by more than 69,000 services professionals in 170
countries. As the marketplace evolves, we’re here to help your organization thrive.

The HPE advantage
Communications, entertainment, and media service providers need strategic partners who
can do more. Hewlett Packard Enterprise offers seamless solutions that integrate with your
partners—delivered quickly and efficiently. Our solutions are open and flexible, empowering
you to customize and create value-added services. Use our expertise to develop, integrate, test,
install, and support your most complex service launches. This one-stop shopping approach lets
you focus on customers—not suppliers.
Benefit from our 30+ years of experience and use our expert industry professionals. Along
with 500 solutions partners, we help the world’s top communications service and equipment
providers, as well as media, entertainment, and cable operators, meet their customers’ demands.
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